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Intro
• Born in Stagira
• Pupil of Plato: For nearly 20 years
• Expert of multiple subjects: 'The Master of Them That Know'
• For about thousand years, according to Maxey:

"Aristotle on logic, Aristotle on mechanics, Aristotle on physics, Aristotle on
physiology, Aristotle on astronomy, Aristotle on economics, and Aristotle on
politics was almost the last word. 'The unimpeachable authority than which
none was more authentic."
• Established his own school, the Lyceum: He taught here for about 12 years
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Philosophy was taught in the morning classes and rhetoric was taught in
the early evening classes, out in the open. Athenian men and youths would
practice in the Lyceum as part of their military service to the state.

Influences:
•

His father, Nichomachus was a physician
• Aristotle read medicine, and must have developed his interest in physical
sciences, particularly biology
• Plato
• He had interactions, relations with many from ruler class:
• Macedonian King
• Taught Alexander (Macedonian King's son)

•
•
•
•

keen observation of political events
his study of 158 constitutions
Antipater: His student
o advocacy of modern polity and of the propertied middle-class
studies at the Lyceum through lectures and discussions
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Significance:
o

o

His legacy, like that of his teacher Plato, was so rich that all those who claim
themselves as realists, scientists, pragmatists and utilitarian look to him as
teacher, guide and philosopher.
Coleridge (Poet)

•

"that everyone is born either a Platonist or an Aristotelian"

❓ Previous Year Questions on Aristotle ❓
Year

Question

2019

Explain Aristotle's critique of Plato's idealism. 20 Marks

2018

✘ No direct question

2017
2016

"Everywhere inequality is the cause of the revolution" Aristotle. Comment. 15 Marks
✘ No direct question

2015

Comment : Aristotle’s conception of Equality. 15 Marks

2014

Central to Aristotle’s political thought is his classification of
the different types of political constitutions in the politics.
Evaluate. 15 marks

2013

Comment : “Personal is political” 10 marks

2012
2011

2007-2010
2006
2003-2005

✘ No direct question

Comment : “The state is a creation of nature and man is by
nature a political animal.”
(15
Marks)
✘ No direct question

Attempt a critique of Aristotle’s ideas on slavery. (60 Marks)
✘ No direct question
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Comment : “The polis exists by nature and that it is prior to
the individual”. (Aristotle)
(20 marks)
✘ No direct question
Comment. "Polity or constitutional government may be
described generally as a fusion of oligarchy and democracy"
(20 Marks)
✘ No direct question

1996

Comment : “Slavery is natural and beneficial both for the
master and the slave”. – Aristotle
(20 marks)

1995

Comment : “Rule of law is better than rule of men.” (20
Marks)

1994

Comment : “The authority of the master and that of the
statesman are different from one another.” -Aristotle

1992,1993
1991

✘ No direct question

Comment : “The aims pursued by revolutionaries, like the
origins of revolution, are the same in tyrannies and kingship as
they are under regular constitutions.” – Aristotle
(20 Marks)
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Books written
• Book = “Politics”

•
•

•

a Collection of essays & his lecture notes.
Professor Bowle
• declares that of all the books on the subject, the Politics is the most
influential and the most profound.
A/Q to Dr. Zeller,
• Aristotle’s “politics” is the greatest contribution to political philosophy that
we possess.

•

•

Few theories of politics:

•

analyses the system of governments on the basis of his study of about 158
constitutions
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Methodology
•

•

•

Analytical, Empirical or Observational
• studies were based on data and facts
• Aristotle's each essay begins with the words: "Observation shows ...".
• It is said that Aristotle had employed over a thousand people for reporting
to him anything of scientific nature.
Scientific
• He did not accept Anything except which he found was proven empirically and
scientifically.
Inductive
• His inductive style compels him to classify states as he observes them but he
never loses sight of the best state that he imagines.
• Difference
Deductive
Inductive
Top down

Bottom up

conclusive evidence for the
truth of its conclusion

provide probable evidence for
the truth of its conclusion

General to Specific

Specific to general
More data helps in actual
realisation

Aims Certainty
•

Aims Probability

Historical, Comparative
•
history as a key to all the secrets => takes recourse in the past to understand the
present
• 158 constitutions
• Teleological
• Analogical
• very practical approach towards politics

•

If Plato stands for “The best” then Aristotle stands for “The best practicable/possible
state”.
Being a less ambitious but more a practical realist than Plato,

•

Scientific approach – Inductive, systematic and analytical.

•
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•

The principle of Golden means as the Golden rule: “The best life is where a person has
everything in the average.”

•

He believes in equilibrium = the balance.

•

He is a functionalist.
• Functionalist: those who look at the functional utility of the things,
• “Whatever is existing must be having something important or some utility.”
• For example, he looks at the family & property from functionalist point of
view.

•

He is conservative, although, all Functionalists are conservatives.
• Conservatives are in favour of Private property.
• Conservative gives respect to Customs and traditions.
• Note: in considering change
• Leftist > Liberal > Conservative.

•

Aristotle is Teleological i.e. consequentialism = doing something looking at the
consequences.
• Teleological = school of destiny.
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Comparison b/w Aristotle & Plato
•

Aristotle's relationship to Plato was similar to J.S. Mill's relationship to Bentham as
both Aristotle and Mill repudiated major portions of the teachings of their masterPlato and Bentham respectively.

SIMILARITIES:
•

Belongs to the Socratic tradition & critics of – Sophism.

•
•
•

Priority to society over self-interest
Believe in the concept of reason
Belong to the tradition of the school of natural law

DIFFERENCES:
ARISTOTLE

PLATO

Scientist

Philosopher

Reformist

Radical

Willing to work and build on the actual
state

Anxious to recast the state afresh

Political realism

Political idealism

Inductive approach: Specific to general

Deductive approach: General to
specific

concerned for the best practicable state

concerned for the best state or the
Ideal state

The best form is “Polity”.

Utopia: The best form is “Monarchy”
(PK).

State: Unity in diversity

Unity in uniformity

Supports property and family

Communizes property and family

Rule of Law

Rule of Men
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Andrew Hacker

•
•

Gives few of these differences

Professor Maxey rightly (Political Philosophies, 1961) says:

"All who believe in new worlds for old are the disciples of Plato; all those who
believe in old worlds made new by the tedious and toilsome use of science are
disciples of Aristotle."
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Theories
Theory of state
Theory of citizenship
Theory of slavery
Theory of Property
Theory of Justice
Theory of Equality
Theory of constitution
Theory of Revolution
Theory of law.

Theory of state:

Characteristic features:
• State is not structured but growing gradually like a tree
• State is prior to individual
• It is an association of associations
• It is like a human organism
• It is self-sufficing institution
• He, like Plato rejects 'Contractual Theory of State'
• Rejects Sophist's theory => State is artificial => Man is prior to state
• State is not a uniformity but unity in diversity
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Aristotle's best practical state is according to Sabine what Plato called secondbest state.
Mcllwain sums up Aristotle's best possible state, saying:
"Aristotle's best possible state is simply the one which is neither too rich nor
too poor; secure from attack and devoid of great wealth or wide expansion
of trade or territory, homogeneous, virtuous, defensible, unambitious
community, self-sufficient but not aggressive, great but not large, a tightly
independent city devoted to the achievement of the highest possible
measure of culture and virtue, of well-being and true happiness attainable
by each and by all."

His statements related to state
• “Man is by nature a political animal.”
• “State comes into existence for the sake of life & continues for the sake of
good life.”
• “One who can live without state is either a beast or God but can’t be a
human being or man.”
• “State is highest of all associations.”
• “State is a union of families & villages.
“But a state exists for the sake of a good life, and not for the sake of life only.”
context of the statement is the dialectics b/w the Sophist’s view of the
state
Man as Political Animal
▪ Aristotle has given the following logic to support his argument that
“State is natural and necessary” and he establishes his argument by
establishing that nature has made man in such a way that man can’t
lead a good life without the state.
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•

▪

He deviates from Plato's idea of artificially creating three stages
of producers, auxiliaries and rulers
Interests of a Man and State are not different

Aristotle links the Origin of State to => Needs of the man.
▪ man is not self-sufficient even to fulfil his basic (biological) needs.
• Hence, man has created the family. Family can fulfil some of the
needs but not all.
Hence, man has created villages (union of different
families and interests), villages can fulfil some of the needs
but not all.
Hence man created the state. The state can fulfil all
his requirements.

Hence, only in the state man can have fulfilled life and can achieve Selfactualization.
Hence, “State comes into existence for the sake of life and continues for
the sake of good life.”
He also suggests that “the state is the highest of all the association”.
• Hence state deserves highest of man’s obligation or obedience.
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He even goes to the extent that he does not recognize a person as a human being if a
person claims that he can live without the state.
To live without the state, one requires some superhuman qualities
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He also gives teleological arguments to suggests that it is the destiny of a man to be a
member of the state.
Chronologically, man is prior to the state and man has created the state but logically state is
prior to man => makes a man a human being.

The state is like a human organism. Aristotle believes that state, like the
human organism, has its own parts i.e., individuals.
▪ Apart from the state, the individuals have no importance
• separated from the body, the parts have no life of their own.
• The interest of the part of the body –
• is inherent in the interest of the body• What separate interest a hand has when away from
the body ?
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▪

Likewise, the interest of the individuals is inherent in the interest of
the state.
That's why, it is not possible for a man to lead virtuous life without a state.
Thus, he has shown the importance of state and challenges the Sophist’s
view of the state.
How Polis (Polity) helps in achieving moral and economic needs?
• The polis provides the economic prerequisites of morality
▪ The processes of production and distribution that the polis makes possible
therefore have moral as well as economic dimensions.
The polis provides the educational conditions upon which the cultivation and
realisation of moral virtue depend.
▪ The life of the polis – life as part of a social community governed by law –
provides the conditions of our moral education and practice.
the polis provides the social preconditions of our ethical good
• Since the moral virtues are pre-eminently social virtues, it is clear that
moral virtue cannot be practised alone: one cannot be generous or just
without other people to be generous or just to.

State is contested concept
There are different school of thoughts w.r.t the institution of the state.
• For idealists, like Plato & Aristotle, State is necessary for the good life and
prior to man.
• For classical liberals, “State is a necessary evil”.
• For Anarchist, “State is unnecessary evil”.
• Gandhi "state is soulless machine"
Regarding human nature, there is a lack of consensus among political scholars.
If Plato & Aristotle believed that man is a social or political animal in nature
• Aristotle:
▪ As in a good man, so in a good citizen there ought to be qualities such
as cooperation, tolerance, self-control, qualities which Aristotle says,
are imbibed by practice.
Hobbes suggested “man is social not by nature but by out of necessity.”
“The nature of the authority of the masters differs from the authority of the
statesmen or vice-versa”
Context – Criticism of Plato’s theory of the ideal state.
Problems with Plato’s view –
P-king
▪ assumes that the state is like a family and the position of P-king is like
the head of the family.
▪ Hence, P-king takes decisions on behalf of all citizens.
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However, the state is not a family.
It is a collection of families. Different family combine to form villages &
different villages to form the state.
The state can’t run on the same principle as that of a family.
▪ One person should not take decisions at all

▪
▪
▪

Laws should be a result of deliberation among diff families
Reflect reconciliation among competing interests
No need to sacrifice Personal for political
Maintain a balance - Coexist

▪
•

Hence, he recommends the assembly of citizens representing different interests
and deliberating to evolve the consensus.

•

Hence, Aristotle supports the polity.

•

to support his arguments,
suggested that
▪ the nature of the function and the authority of master is different
from that of the statesmen.
Plato is for unity in uniformity while Aristotle is for the unity in Diversity.
He favors pluralism.

•
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Theory of constitution/ Aristotle's
best practicable state

•
•

used the terms constitution, state and govt. interchangeably.
studied 158 constitutions.
He does not wish to argue, as Plato does, for one ideal constitution from which every
other is necessarily a decline. He knows that, in practice, states have devised many
ways of organising themselves and that we have to deal with what exists rather than
with what ought to exist. He knows that even the worst arrangements can be
improved, and that what is best for one polis may not suit another.

•

proposed the classification of state w.r.t objective of governance.
He is concerned with constitutions not simply as organisational, but as moral
phenomena.
Two types of objectives are there
Normal
Where rulers rule in the interest of people.
Perverted or corrupted

•

Rulers rule for their self-interests.

classification of state w.r.t no. of persons ruling:
No of rulers
Normal

Perverted

One

Monarchy
(Ideal: P K)

Tyranny
(Worst)

Few

Aristocracy
(Rule of Rich)

Oligarchy
(Rule of Rich)

Many

•

Polity
Democracy
(Rule of Middle class)
(Rule of Poor) (2nd worst)
the best kind of polis will be large enough to be self-sufficient, but small enough
for everyone to be able to participate in its life.
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“Polity is the best practicable form of govt.”

•

Why this is best practicable ?
rule of many in the interests of the people
• However, the polity is not the rule of so many, unlike democracy.

•
•

middle class neither have too much money nor too less, they have average
wealth.
Polity is the golden mean of oligarchy & democracy.
Polity is the golden mean of the rule of rich & poor.
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Rich and Poor are not habitual in obeying the laws
• Rich and Poor both inclined to commit crimes
Also
• Rich won’t trust the poor
• and the poor won’t trust the rich
• but both classes will surely trust the middle class
• Middle class is also obedient to law

•

Monarchy is “the best” but it’s not “the best practicable” one.
The middle-class are the men of reason and many lawgivers’ have been
from the middle class.
The rule of the middle class is in the interest of stability and order.
Hence, the polity is the best practicable form of govt.

•

Still, he is prepared to regard any constitutional form as good if it aims at the
good of all the citizens
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Theory of citizenship

•

What’s Citizenship?

•

Aristotle’s definition – citizenship as a duty and not as a right.
to participate in the civic affairs.
• Deliberations, careful decisions, Judicial functions, policy makings.

•

Who are citizens? Two basic principle of citizenship followed across globe:Jus – Soli (Soil) – Place of birth.
Jus – Sanguine – Blood
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For Aristotle:
Those who do not have time and capacity to participate in civic affairs don't
deserve to be knows as citizens
Excludes:
Women
women are too much
absorbed in the family
that they do not have time
for the civic affairs.

•

Old People

health & other physical
reasons that they may not
be able to execute their
duties.

Children

They’re immature.

Slaves

They lack reasons.

Includes:
Thus for Aristotle, only adult natural born male, belonging to the
propertied class is the citizen.
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Comment:
Criticism: narrow concept of citizenship

•

•

Positives: emphasizing on the necessity of participation in the affairs of the state
& on the duty of the citizen

Hannah Arendt's insistence on the importance of direct participation in politics

"To be engaged in politics means actively participating in the various public
forums where the decisions affecting one’s community are taken."
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Theory of slavery

•
•

was in practice in Greece
Aristotle – “It’s not only the natural, it’s useful”
Aristotle argued, because nature does not admit equality; it is necessary, he
continues, because if the master needs a slave so that he is able to enjoy a free
life, the slave also needs a master so that he is able to attain the virtues of
freeman only in the company of freemen.
•
•

functional perspectives
According to Aristotle, a slave is not a human being.
He is subhuman, incomplete, and a barbarian.
However, he is an animate means for action and not intended for
production, for he helped in the business within the household.
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•

He belonged to the master. But Aristotle rejected inhumane treatment of
slaves and advocated their emancipation as a reward for their good
behaviour.

•

Aristotle had emancipated his slaves a year before his death.

•

He talks about Two kinds of slaves:Slave by law
• Prisoners of wars
Slave by nature
According to Aristotle, nature has made 2 types of persons.
1.Those who are mentally strong
2.Those who are Physically strong.
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He held that “One should do for what they are naturally suited for.”

Slaves:
•
•
•

•

Those who lack the capacity of taking the decisions or who lack the reason. They
also lack the courage to stand by the consequences of their decision.
functionalities of slaves:
Physically strong can be more productive by working for longer duration
Master:
Who was a master by nature?
Those who are rulers by nature.
Utility of slavery
useful for
1. the economic system
Physically strong slaves => Working for long => More production
2. the political system
Masters will get more time to participate in civic affairs=> Better
laws=> Better politics
3. Masters:
Get time to indulge in developing his virtues by delegating all his
mechanical works to slave.
4. Slaves too
Since slaves lack the reason therefore slaves can’t take decisions on
their own even for himself, anyway he will be requiring masters & masters
can take better decisions. Also, he suggest that masters ought to treat slaves
properly.
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•

In the company of masters, the slave also has an opportunity to become virtuous. In
a situation where slave develops reason, masters can set him free.
Foster rightly says:
"In fact, Aristotle justifies slavery on grounds of expediency".

However, he anticipated a time when there would be no slavery when the
spinning wheel will move of its own, when machine will replace the human
worker and this is what precisely happened. Slavery ended with the coming of
the industrial revolution.
Critical evaluation:
criticized for the “Justification of slavery“.
▪ Against principle of human dignity
▪
Immanuel Kant

“Each man is an end in itself, no one ought to treat others as a
means to an end.”
According to Barker:
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"Aristotle's conception of slavery is more a justification of a necessity than a
deduction from disinterested observation of facts."
It cannot be justified at all
▪
However, it is to be noted that Aristotle’s theory of slavery helped us
to understand the necessary qualities of the rulers.
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Theory of justice, equality⚖
Aristotle believed that justice is the very essence of the state and that
no polity can endure for a long time unless it is founded on a right scheme of justice.
It is justice that makes a state, gives it a vision and coupled with ethics, it takes the
state to the heights of all ethical values.
"When perfected man is the best of animals, but when he is separated from law and justice,
he is the worst of all."
Justice is virtue, but it is more than virtue; it is virtue in action, i.e., virtue in practice.
Aristotle says: "The good in the sphere of politics is justice, and justice contains what
tends to promote the common interest."
Two types of Justice:
1. General Justice
• Complete virtue
"General justice is complete goodness.. ..It is completion the fullest sense,
because it is the exercise of complete goodness not only in himself but also
towards his neighbours."
2. Particular
• Distributive
• Corrective/ Rectificatory
2. Particular Theory of justice
• Theory of proportionate justice
• A person seeking particular justice is one who observes laws but does not
demand from the society more than what he deserves.
•

Distributive –
• deals with policy making i.e. Legislative – related to the distribution of resources
& honours etc. – proportionate method.
• System of Differential Rewards : Deciding who should get what, when and why
▪ "Rewards should be in the proportion of man’s contribution to the society."
=> Distribution based on merit
=> linkage b/w his theory of justice and the theory of slavery: Not
right to treat masters and slaves equally as both are different in their
mental, physical capabilities
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▪

"It is unjust to treat equals unequally and it is equally unjust to treat unequals
equally."

•

Corrective/ Rectificatory – Judiciary – Proportionate method
• Redressal of grievances should be in proportion of harm

o

Theory of justice necessary for Political Stability too:
• the most common cause behind all revolutions is the feeling of inequality, real
or imagined both.
supporter of meritocratic society
merit as a principle of distributive justice

o
o
•

UPSC PSIR Optional Batch Notes

Comparison b/w Plato's and Aristotle's Justice:
o Indirectly his theory of justice has similarities with Plato’s theory of justice.
• For Plato, Justice is proper-stationed in accordance with the natural qualities.
Aristotle is also giving similar arguments.
o

However, few differences can be seen:
In Aristotle

In Plato

Right oriented

Duty oriented

Legal

Moral and philosophical

Practical; virtue in action, goodness
in practice

Spiritual
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Related to man’s action

Related to one’s inner self

Justice is a reward in the proportion
to what one contributes

Performance of one’s duties to the
best of one’s abilities.

Evaluation:
o Aristotle’s theory of justice is worldly,
• associated with man’s conduct in practical life,
▪ of course with all ethical values guiding him.
o But he was unable to
• co-relate
▪ the ethical dimension of justice
to
▪ its legal dimension.
o
o

o

o

Positive Liberals:
• Aristotle neglects the need of Affirmative Action
Socialists
• Equality of outcomes
His distributive justice (rewards in accordance with one’s abilities)
• is far, far away from the realities of the political world.
▪ It is, indeed, difficult to bring about a balance between the ever-increasing
population and ever-decreasing opportunities of the state.
Merit can be the one of the criteria of justice, but it cannot be the sole Criterion of
Justice.
• A/Q to John Rawls, as authority on Idea of Justice, fairness is the most important
characteristic of a just society.
• The constitution of India reflects the idea of justice based on the principle of
fairness.
▪ In Indian context, as a level- playing field does not exists, merit alone
cannot insure justice in the true sense.
• Non-Level playing field => so need of 'affirmative action'
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Theory of property 🏠🏡
o
o

based on
• his criticism of Plato’s communism of property.
for Aristotle, property
• Plato, Aristotle Felt, had punished the guardians and deprived them of intrinsic
love among the members of the family
▪ Sabine says:

•

"A family is one thing and a state is something different, and it is better that
one should not try to age the other."
Which is earned using his labour and by fair means provided psychological
satisfaction
▪ by fulfilling the Human instinct for possession and ownership.

•

Aristotle looks here from the functionalist perspective.
▪ Property is time-tested institution

•

Does not support Plato’s idea of communism of property
▪ his chief complaint against Plato was that
▪ Plato failed to balance the claims of production and distribution
• those who produce do-not obtain the reward of their efforts
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•

▪
•

•

o

those who do not (the rulers and the auxiliaries), get all
comforts of life.
“It is a difficult business for the people to live together. It is more
difficult when property is involved”

Aristotle:
▪ “Property is a part of the household and the art of acquiring property is a
part of managing the household; for no man lives well, or indeed live at all
unless he is provided with necessaries.”
Aristotle says, “To acquire too much wealth will be as gross an error as to make
a hammer too heavy”.

Aristotle analyzed 3 system of property:
Type
Approval

Comment

Common ownership & common
use (Communism)

❌

“Everyone’s property is no one’s
responsibility.”

Common ownership &
Individual use

❌

Illogical Impractical system. Will become
exploitative by transforming into
capitalist system at end

Individual Ownership &
Common Use
▪

Accepted productivity, maintenance, achievement
as source of motivation, self-respect,
✔️
enables charity

Why common use?
• Aristotle was aware of the evils associated with private property which
• results in the growth of inequalities in social & economic terms.
• Inequality or disparity is not in the interest of stability.
• Necessary to contribute part of property to Society (As state is highest of all
associations)
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Similarities in
• Aristotle’s theory of property
&
• Gandhi’s theory of trusteeship

▪

o

"the capitalist class should not consider itself as the owner of capital but the
trustee of capital. "
• He should keep whatever is required for his enterprise & rest he
should contribute to the well-being of workers & poor.
Aristotle on Family:

•

A family, Aristotle says, consists of husband, wife, children, slaves and properly.
▪ The master, Aristotle held, rules the slave; the husband rules the wife
(Aristotle regards women inferior to man, an incomplete male), and the
father rules the son.

•

Aristotle believed that family is one institution where an individual is born, is
nurtured, gets his identity, his name and above all attains intellectual
development.
▪ a child gets lessons of quality such as cooperation love, tolerance, and
sacrifice
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Aristotle writes:
"For that which is common to the greatest number has the least care bestowed
upon it. Everyone thinks chiefly of his own, hardly at all of the common interest,
and only when he is himself concerned as an individual. For besides other
considerations, everybody is more inclined to neglect something which he expects
other to fulfil, as in families many attendants are often less useful than a few.
Each citizen will have a thousand sons who will not be his sons individually, but
anybody will be equally the son of anybody, and therefore, will be neglected by
all alike."
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Theory of law ⚖

“Law is reason without passions”
• context of criticism of Plato’s theory of P-king.
• This statement established Aristotle as a father of the constitution.

Aristotle:
• law and reason are same
▪ purpose of both = understand what is right & what is wrong.
▪ Law is a reason
• the only difference=
• the ‘reason’ is inside the soul,
• whereas the ‘law’ is in the book of law.
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‘Reason’ : inward manifestation
'Law' : outward manifestation.

some additional advantages in the rule of law.
• represents the collective wisdom of ages.

▪

Hence more dependable than the wisdom of one person.
• every person has both reason & appetite.
• It may happen that appetite overshadows the reason.
• Rule of law avoids this possibility as
• the law is not related to the person.
▪ he says Not to sacrifice the good for the best
▪ Law is impersonal and free from passions.
▪ Aristotle: "Man, when perfected, is the best of all creatures, but when
isolated from law and justice he is the worst of all"
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Theory of revolution 🚨

o
o

Issue of political obligation, revolution and resistance has been a matter of eternal
concern in intellectual tradition of political theory
Aristotle:
• revolution is ‘any change’,
▪ Sudden or gradual, smallest or biggest, doesn’t matter.
• favors stability (conservatism) and does not prefer change: He thinks that
revolution will result in destruction, violence and bloodshed
▪ However, understands that change is inevitable
•

•

•

Aristotle's meaning of revolution
one may say revolution implies:
(i) a change in the set of rulers;
(ii) a change, political in nature:
(iii) a palace revolution;
(iv) political instability or political transformation;
(v) a change followed by violence, destruction and bloodshed.
x`
During his analysis of constitution, he has tried to be understood the causes of
revolution and has proposed measures to check revolution.
▪ He has used observational method=> He being scientific in his thinking
General causes – The commonest cause of revolution is the feeling of inequality,
either real or imagined.
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Rulers should take care of both objective and subjective conditions
which gives rise to feelings of inequalities
• To achieve that, he suggested:
• Treat equals equally
• Not to treats unequals equally
• Check concentration of wealth in the hands of few

•

Other general causes include :
▪ Corruption among officials
▪ If ruler give undue importance to certain individual – favouritism
▪ revolution : a smokescreen to conceal own misdeeds
▪ Too much influx of foreigners
▪ Rivalries b/w different classes & races.
▪ Carelessness by public officials

•

Particular causes are such as the Regime specific changes which include :
▪ Monarchy – Family conspiracies
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Aristocracy – Poor won’t accept the rule of rich & will conspire against the
rich.
▪ Democracy – rich will not accept the rule of poor & will conspire against the
poor
• Poor will hardly be able to manage power and will be fooled by
demagogic people.
▪

o

•

He held that Monarchy, Kingship and tyranny are bad forms of the constitution,
to begin with, and are very prone to dissensions.

•

Solutions – Opposite of causes
▪ To ensure the feelings of equality
▪ Cultivate the spirit of obedience to law or constitution.
▪ Educate the citizens.
▪ Giving due respect and recognition to all classes of people.
▪ Keeping patriotism at fever pitch

Comments
His views on revolution were the last words on the subject until Marx came to
analyse it differently.
• a very narrow meaning of revolution ... a political change only, forgetting Social
change
• Marx

does not approve with Aristotle's' thought revolution will result in destruction,
violence and bloodshed but according to Karl Marx, revolutions are locomotives
of history
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📏Evaluation 📏
“Aristotle as the greatest disciple of Plato and the greatest critique of Plato”.
Comment.
👬Similarities 👬
Foster says:
"Aristotle the greatest of all Platonists that he is, is
permeated by Platonism to a degree in which perhaps no great philosopher
besides him has been permeated by the thought of another."
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Theory of state – Natural
Interrelation b/w Ethics and Politics, Reason and courage
Theory of Justice – Proper stationing.
Dialectic approach
Believer of natural inequality

🤼♂Differences 🤼♂
Aristotles's greatest complaint against Plato was that he made a departure from
experience. Aristotle says: "Let us remember that we should not disregard the
experience of ages; in the multitude of years these things, if they were good,
would certainly not have been unknown...".
ARISTOTLE
PLATO
Conservative

Radical

Practical

Utopian

Common Sense

Absolute Knowledge

Rule of law

Rule of reason i.e. P-king

The state is family of
different families

State is a family i.e. the P-king is head.

Supported Pvt Property.

Considered private property as reason of
misery of Athens

Ebenstein(Great Political thinkers): "Plato found the corrective to his thinking in
his own student."
Aristotle's practical precipitations have been more lasting and more influential
than the radical and provocative ideas of Plato.

Evaluate. “Aristotle as a father of political science”.
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▪
▪

Plato = father of political philosophy
Aristotle = father of political science
• Also he contributed to many other branches like Political Sociology
• The collapse of communism has revived more interest in
Aristotle's perceptions than that of Marx. Polybius (204-122 BC),
Cicero (106-43 BC), Thomas Aquinas (1227-74), Marsilio of
Padua (1270-1342), Machiavelli (1469-1 527), John Locke (16321704) and the recent communitarians like MacIntyre, Sandel,
Taylor follow Aristotle in spirit.
•

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

UPSC PSIR Optional Batch Notes

His contribution of ideas like 'Rule of law', utilitarianism,
conservatism, functionalism

Plato is after knowledge, Aristotle thinking of Common Sense:
• practical bent of mind
• “One has to be worldly wise rather being wise in the world of ideas”.
• Plato: Derive ultimate ideas from the world of 'Perfection'
• Aristotle: Everything is within this world only. No need to go outside.
Plato’s book is encyclopedic in nature
• while Aristotle’s book is focussed on the issues of political life.
• Even the title of the book of Aristotle is the “Politics“.
Scientific Approach: In his theory of the constitution, he has implemented
the approach of biology.
• There are many ideas in politics like constitutionalism which emerged
in Aristotle.
Aristotle is comparatively more inductive than Plato.
• He has given his theory of constitution and revolution after studying
158 constitutions.
From Plato comes political idealism, and from Aristotle comes political
realism.
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On this basis, it is easy to understand the comment by Coleridge,

•
▪
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"that everyone is born either a Platonist or an Aristotelian"

Alfred North Whitehead has commented, that

•

“Entire western philosophy is nothing but a note of the Plato &
Aristotle.”
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Model question and answers on Aristotle
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------▪

Bring out the progressive conservatism of Aristotle, with reference to his views on slavery
and citizenship.
Answer:
Professor Bowle declares that of all the books on the subject, The Politics is the most
influential and the most profound. A/Q to Dr. Zeller, Aristotle’s “politics” is the greatest
contribution to political philosophy that we possess.
Despite being permeated by Platonism to a very high degree, Aristotle’s method of studying
the state and its problems is highly different from that of Plato. While Plato was an idealist
and a radical, Aristotle is a realist and conservative. It is fidelity to fact of past history which
make him conservative and prevents him from being radical like Plato. A person who
attaches great importance to the accumulated wisdom of the past cannot be a
revolutionary.
The conserving element in Aristotle’s ideas were his defense of slavery and his conception
of citizenship, particularly confining women within their homes and family. This was because
he believed in natural hierarchy among human beings and that individual difference in their
abilities, capacities and merits.
Aristotle, in his work ‘politics’, has discussed at length the relationship between the master
and slave. He tried to explain the relevance of ancient system of slavery, and institution that
was universal. He defended slavery both from the point of view of the slave and the master
(the householder). Aristotle believed that some persons were by nature free and other
slaves. He argued that those who possess qualities of reason and courage or masters by
nature and others who lack these qualities are slaves by nature. From the perspective of
utility, system of slavery provides master the leisure time for moral and intellectual pursuit
that would enable him to contribute to the affairs of the state. On the other hand, it is a
necessity for a Slave because he does not have reason and required someone else to guide
him.
Apart from his theory of slavery, Aristotle placed the theme of citizenship at the center of
his political analysis because of a belief in a law-based government. Based on the traditional
Greek ideals of constitutional rule of participation by the citizens in the deliberative function
of the state, Aristotle has focused on the substantive or functional aspect of the concept of
citizenship rather than on formal legal status. A/Q to Aristotle citizenship is a duty or
responsibility-based concept. A citizen is one who enjoyed the right and has the capacity to
participate in the affair of the state, particularly legislative and judicial functions.
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For Aristotle, young and the old cannot be citizens, for one is immature and other week or
feeble. He did not regard women as citizens, for the lack the deliberative faculty and the
leisure to understand the working of politics. Therefore, a woman's rightful place is her
house or private realm because of her abilities as a wife, mother and householder. Using the
criterion of the reason, he also ruled out slaves and workers.
Thus, for Aristotle only natural born adult male processing property qualifies to be citizen as
he processes the intelligence and abilities to rule and be ruled and this can devote himself
to the task and responsibilities of citizenship.
Aristotle theory of slavery and citizenship have been criticized of being too narrow and
unsustainable and outdated conception in the present day of democracy.

▪

"Aristotle is 'a status-quoist". In the light of this statement, examine Aristotle's views on
revolution.
Answer:
In the history of Western political tradition, both Plato and Aristotle enjoy a preeminent position as the great Masters. while Plato was an idealist and a radical,
Aristotle is a realist and a moderate. Aristotle has been regarded as the father of
Political Science as he was the first to analyse, critically and systematically, the subject
matter of politics and identified its core elements such as Sovereignty of law,
constitutionalism, faith in moderation, proportionate equality, and causes and
remedies of revolution.
As instability and transformation has been the most characteristic feature of Greek
Political life, Aristotle has examined the cause for instability, change and revolution,
and prescribed remedies against unnecessary and incessant change. For Aristotle,
Revolution meant any change in the political system such as change from a moderate
to an extreme form of government, modification of a constitution, replacement or
change in institution or a set of a person etc. In other words, for Aristotle, every
constitutional change was a social and political revolution.
Unlike Plato, Aristotle perceived multiple, general and particular causes for revolution,
rather than simply regime’s prominent deficiency. Among the general causes, feeling
of inequality, dissatisfaction with the existing state of affairs, universal passion for
power and privileges, fearlessness and corruption of ruling classes and their arrogance
are the prominent causes for revolution in all form of government.
In addition, Aristotle also examine the specific causes of revolution in various form of
government. In democracy revolutions are usually caused by the policy of demagogues
in attacking the rich, individually or collectively. In oligarchies, they are partly due to
the unjust and oppressive treatment of the masses and class. Revolution in aristocracy
arise because of the jealousy created by narrowly restricting power and privileges to a
small circle of people.
Aristotle’s discussion of the means of preventing revolution and achieving stability is
as important as his analysis of the causes. He has made a number of practical
suggestions concerning the methods by which political system may be successfully
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maintained and revolution prevented. The most prominent suggestions include
moderate exercise of power, prevent feeling of injustice, educate the people, cultivate
the spirit of obedience to law, clean administration, inculcate Patriotism Etc.
3. “It is inequality, that we have seen that is everywhere the cause of revolution. “ Explain with
the reference to Aristotle’s principles of the distributive Justice.
Answer:
Start by giving the introduction of Aristotle.
Aristotle being the greatest disciple of Plato has also dwelled on the idea of Justice.
Both Plato and Aristotle believed that the primary task of the state was to ensure
justice.
Then give Aristotle’s theory of distributive Justice.
Aristotle has distinguished between distributive and rectificatory justice. Rectificatory
justice comes under the domain of law and courts. But the main concern of political
philosophers has been distributive justice that determines the allocations of values in a
state and deals with policies of who gets ‘What, When and How.’ Distributive Justice,
as per Aristotle, meant that offices and wealth, rewards and dues were distributed
among different social classes according to their contributions based on merit, defined
in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution. It meant proportional inequality and
was linked to a theory of just rewards or equal shares according to the merit of the
recipients and one’s just deserts.
Link all three: His theory of Justice, Equality & revolution together.
Aristotle regarded equality as crucial to Social Justice, and Justice as central to
equality. Inequality for Aristotle arose when equals were treated unequally and
unequal equally. Application of this theory can also be seen in the theory of slavery. It
would be unjust if treat the masters having reason and courage and slaves lacking it, as
equals. However, according to Aristotle, any disturbance in proportionate equality
causes revolt. Aristotle has done an exhaustive study of revolutions and found that the
commonest cause is feeling of inequality. According to him, Inequality is generally at
the bottom of internal warfare in states.
Finally state why Aristotle raises this question.
Aristotle being a functionalist is concerned about the stability of the political system. It
is in the context that he stresses on his idea distributive justice to prevent the feeling
of inequality breeding in the society which further leads to resentment against the
state and ultimately causes revolution.
4. For no law or Ordinance is mightier than knowledge critically examine Plato’s idea from
perspective of Aristotle.
Answer:
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-The above statement is given by Plato that forms the basis for his conception of Rule By
philosopher king.
-In concrete terms, Plato emphasized that government or rule of the ideal state should be
entrusted to persons possessing Supreme wisdom and knowledge and thus establishing the
rule of virtuous.
-Plato’s conception of role by the philosopher-king with the help of his trained Intelligence
and knowledge and without the help of written law runs counts to the democratic beliefs
and practices
-The philosopher- King are absolute or despotic in the same that they are not bound or
limited by any written law.
-Such conception is rejected by Aristotle who emphasized on the Supremacy of law
constitutional role.
-A/Q to Aristotle ideal state shouldn't be based on the assumption of human nature to be
ideal as power has the tendency to corrupt. This necessitates the coercive authority of law
to create external checks.
-Aristotle held that law embody the collective wisdom of the community while’ rule of man’
represents the individual wisdom which can be easily swayed by the passion and power.
-A/Q to popper the rule of the philosopher king is band to be complete authoritarian
because of the absence of external checks and restrain.
-However, Plato recognized in the ‘Laws’ the need for low and consent in political life in
actual states instead of an absolute ruler.
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